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STUDENT NAME_____________________________________
1) Find the regular verb in each line and write it into the gap.
Example: say, lose, dance, sing - _____
Answer: say, lose, dance, sing - dance
1) read, feel, play, see

___________

2) listen, do, go, make

___________

3) know, help, say, think ___________
4) like, write, forget, eat ___________
5) take, bring, cut, clean ___________
6) watch, be, have, meet ___________
7) put, buy, cook, teach

___________

8) catch, find, answer, lose __________
9) want, tell, win, sit

______________

10) sell, build, drink, open __________
11) understand, drive, feed, check ___________
12) fly, plan, shine, begin ______________
13) hide, love, hear, learn _______________
14) happen, run, pay , wear ____________
15) swim, draw, look, speak ____________
16) beat , send, leave , cry _____________
17) break, live, cost, hear ______________
18) lend, think, shine, stop ______________
19) sing, mean, choose, borrow __________
20) collect, find, ring, shut ____________
______ / 20
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2) Write the forms of the following irregular verbs into the
correct column:

gave, forgot, fed, got, flew, rose, ride, choose, were, drank,
slept, stood, teach, kept, won, lent, keep, fall, bit, caught.

Infinitive

Past tense

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

______ / 40
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3) Put the correct forms of the verbs into the gaps. Use the
Simple Past in the statements.
Example: She ______ her mother in the kitchen. (to help)
Answer: She helped her mother in the kitchen.

1) They_______________something to drink. (to order)
2) Last summer I___________to Stuttgart. (to go)
3) She___________her homework in the afternoon. (to do)
4) He____________to 10. (to count)
5) Our cat___________ a big mouse.(to catch)
6) In 2001 our class___________a trip to Italy. (to make)
7) The weather_____________really nice. (to be)
8) The secretary____________the file yesterday. (to save)
9) Paul__________nothing to me. (to say)
10) I ___________ to the teacher. (to talk)

_______ / 10
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4) Put in the correct verb forms and the nouns into the gaps.
Use Simple Past.
Example: ____________ their friends? (they/to meet)
Answer: Did they meet their friends?

1)___________________________after the cat?
(the dog/to run)
2)____________________photos when you were on holiday?
(you/to take)
3)____________________to music yesterday evening?
(Steven/to listen)
4)____________________a cup of tea in the café?
(the ladies/to have)
5)___________________text messages during the lesson?
(Nancy/to send)
6)______________________________pullovers last Friday?
(Melissa and Ruth/to wear)
7)_________________________hello to people in the street?
(your brother/to say)
8)________________________the windows in your classroom?
(the teacher/to open)
9)_______________________________chess two weeks ago?
(the girls in your class/to play)
10)____________________________breakfast last morning?
(your mother/to make)
_______ / 10
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